On the sufficiency of the condition for a limitLet z,, Zj, z 3 , ... be a sequence of quantities, real or complex, such that, corresponding to any arbitrary small positive quantity c, we can find a positive integer n such that \z n+p -z n \ <e for all positive integral values of p.
Take a sequence of e's, «" e 2 , « s , ... which steadily decreases to the limit zero.
Let «" Wa n 3 , ... be the smallest n's corresponding to 
MATHEMATICAL NOTES.
With centre z n and radius e 1 describe a circle on the a-plane.
All the z n +p 's lie inside the circle. 1
With centre z n and radius e 2 describe a circle. 1
All the points z n +p lie inside this circle, and, if the circles :
intersect, in that part of it which lies inside the first circle.
Thus, by considering the e's and n's in succession, we get a sequence of areas tending to the limit zero, and each lying inside all the preceding areas.
